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since and taken heed.   Unfortunately, however, the best will
in the world wrecks itself on circumstances.
I remember on a short walk having turned the conversation
to the occupation by Germany of Kiaochow, I said it
certainly made an excellent outpost in the Far East, but added
with a smile that there was another nearer, better and mote
important coaling-station. And I pointed to the surrounding
country—the valleys of Styria. what I was suggesting was
the joining of the German parts of Austria with Germany.
Of course I was not speaking as a responsible politician or as
one who had any claim to such a title. . . * Billow gave me a
reproving, non-committal smile and said nothing. I
understood.
As Foreign Secretary he returned each summer for relaxa-
tion on the pine-clad heights full of new impressions and new
successes.   Once he had travelled to Jerusalem wifh his
Emperor, again he had led a diplomatic campaign to Samoa
and carried through the peaceful acquisition of the Caroline
and Marianne Islands by Germany.   The wing of the hotel
he occupied was constantly being transformed into a kind of
annexe of the Foreign Office in Berlin. liven in the summer
Billow was not idle.  He would receive and dispatch couriers,
, and write notes in the composition of which the diplomat
and author collaborated.   In the late afternoon, when it
was time to go for a walk, the Prussian Minister of State
would still be at work in his summer office*   His wife and
mother-in-law would be compelled to set out without the
head of the household.   There was a constant succession of
important visitors: Professor Blaserna from Rome, the aged
Delbriick, Prince Arenberg of the German Centre Party, the
German diplomats Count (later Prince) Eulenburg, Count
Monts, Prussian [Minister in Munich (later Ambassador in
Rome), Prince Lichnowsky (later Ambassador in London).
It was a busy summer holiday, and regrets at having left
Rome were constantly on the Minister's lips- I wrote to
Baroness Meysenbug from the Semmering: " Herr von
Billow seems almost sorry to have exchanged the Palas&o
Caflarelli in Rome for the ' Villa' in the KSnig&m^en Straw,
Berlin! He may have been worrying about wearing himself
out and adding yet another to the number of the Kaiser's
fallen favourites, Caprivi, Marschall and others. It is true

